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positive contributions to the advancement of basic research in life 
science for the benefit of all mankind. 

NARCOTICS 

75. We urge all nations to accede to and complete ratification of 
the UN Convention Against rllicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and 
Psychotropic Substances (the Vienna Convention), and to apply 
provisionally terms of the Convention. 

76. we welcome the conclusion of the UN Special Session on Drugs 
and urge the implementation of the measuzes contained in the 
Program of Action it has adopted. 

77. we support the declaration adopted at the ministerial meeting 
on drugs convened by the United Kingdom that drug demand reduction 
should be accorded the same importance in policy and action as the 
reduction of illicit supply. 	Developed countries should adopt 
stronger prevention efforts and assist demand reduction:initiatives 
in other countries. 

78. We endorse the report of the Financial Action'Task Force (FATF) 
and commit our cOuntries to a full implementation of all its 
recommendations without delay. As agreed at the May meeting of 
Task Force Finance Ministers, the FATF should be reconvened for a 
second year, chaired by France, to assess and facilitate the 
implementation of these recommendations, and to complement them 
where appropriate. All OECD and financial Center countries that 
subscribe to the recommendations of the Task Force should be 
invited to participate in this exercise. The report of the new 
FATF would be completed before we next meet. We also invite all 
other countries to participate in the fight against money 
laundering and to implement the recommendations of the FATE'. 

• 
79. Effective procedures should be adopted to ensure that precursor 
and essential chemicals are not diverted to manufacture illicit 
drugs. A task force similar to the FATF should be created for this 
purpose, composed of Summit participants and other countries that 
trade in these chemicals, with the Involvement of representatives 
of the chemical industry. 	The task force should address the 
problems which concern cocaine, heroin and synthetic drugs and 
report within a year. 

80. We support a strategy for attacking the cocaine trade as 
outlined in particular in the Cartagena Declaration. we recognize 
the importance of supporting all countries strongly engaged in the 
fight against drug trafficking, especially Colombia, Peru, and 
Bolivia, with ecOnomic, law enforcement,  and  other assistance and 
advice, recognizing the need  to make contributions within the 
framework of actions against drug trafficking carried out by the 
producer countries. 
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